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Chilled-water system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This period focuses on the chilled-water side of the system; that is, the water that flows through the chiller evaporator and out through the load terminals. Specifically, we will review methods of load-terminal control and various multiple-chiller system configurations. These topics apply to systems using both air-cooled and water-cooled chillers.  A load-terminal might be a cooling coil or a process load.  For the purpose of this clinic, load-terminals will be chilled-water cooling coils. Fundamentally, the function of the chilled-water system is to transport the cooling fluid from the chillers to the load terminals and back to the chillers. Assuming that the distribution system is adequately sized, we will concentrate on the hydraulic interaction between the load terminals and the chillers.
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Chilled-water system components

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The conventional chilled-water system consists of combinations of the following primary components: Water chillers Load terminals (chilled-water cooling coils in comfort-cooling applications) Cooling towers in water-cooled systems Chilled-water pumps Condenser-water pumps in water-cooled systems Water distribution systems that include piping, an expansion tank, control valves, check valves, strainers, and so forth.  
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Connectivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the protocol field becomes less congested, the new challenge becomes greater connectivity.  With the various levels of control becoming more sophisticated (for example, unit-level controllers, system-level controllers), the need to connect more and more equipment together has become greater.And, as wireless technology continues to improve and become more integrated into everyday life, we are seeing it make its way into our industry as well in the form of wireless thermostats and on some unit controllers… for example, VAV boxes.  In the case of chiller plants, wireless controls could appear on sensors, pumps, and valves.  The benefit being ease of installation and lower installed costs (no wires).  Expect this trend to continue and see it employed on more and more equipment to make it easier to connect the building.
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Diagnostics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Better connectivity throughout the building results in greater amounts of data to analyze.  Understanding how the system operates under real-world conditions, opens the door for operators to make adjustments on the fly to fine tune and ensure efficient operation.  However, in order for them to better analyze the data, diagnostic tools will need to become more sophisticated and provide not just information, but also analytics that help lead operators where to go to make changes in operating parameters or where to look for preventive maintenance opportunities.[SLIDES]  Expect dashboards customized to specific customers to offer these types of analytics along with remote monitoring services to help aid in troubleshooting and preventive maintenance.  This type of diagnostic capability is becoming more and more popular providing building operators greater analytics to catch issues earlier and to continuously optimize their system to ensure they are achieving peak efficiency. Remote monitoring features allow maintainers the ability to check temperatures, set points and alarms from a single dashboard page on the web to review the information. Technicians are dispatched to answer critical alarms.�
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Minimally-compliant Chiller Plant

Conventional assumption for code range 0.75-0.90 kW/ton (annual)

90.1-2010 Chillers + towers + CW pumps .68-.88

90.1-2013 Chillers + towers + CW pumps .66-.86

It’s easy to operate in what would have 
been deemed “excellent,” just by 
meeting code. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With all of those chiller and chiller control trends already occurring, you may be asking – how are we doing, theoretically anyway, in our typical design practices for chiller plants? If you turn the crank on an energy model [SLIDE], the minimally-compliant water cooled chiller plant just meeting 90.1-2013 requirements and using good design practice for decisions where there are no requirements, leads to a chiller plant that will be quite good in annualized energy consumption – in kilowatt hours per ton-hours. In reality though, [CLICK] there is no certain answer to how well the typical new chiller plant actually operates today, even if it does meet code. Our models show that it’s possible to be “excellent” – that is, below .70 annualized kW per ton – while only just meeting code minimum requirements today using constant speed chillers and a fixed tower setpoint. Significant improvement beyond the minimum code for chillers is available, both for full load and part load. But the vast majority of difference between high and standard performance chiller plants is earned in their design and control – in the ways that chiller plants, intentionally or not, deviate from energy models. So that’s what we’ll be discussing next. 
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• Assumption that flow perfectly varies with load
• Coil performance assumptions
• Hydronic dynamics ignored
• Low delta T “syndrome”
• Effect of instability on coil performance
• If flow is unpredictable, so is pump energy

• Effects of above on equipment (pump and chiller) staging
• Running more chillers (and pumps, and towers) than necessary
• Chiller capacity assumed to follow load

• Advanced models use a function of load and condensing pressure
• None reduce chiller capacity based on low distribution delta T

• Simplified chilled water reset effects on chiller energy
• No coil performance adjustments

Model ≠ Reality
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• Idealized generic coil curves
• Models don’t let waterside affect airside, 

vice versa
• Same method we used forever
• New EnergyPlus based engines 

have some new capability

Coil Performance, 
Traditional Energy Models
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• Air and waterside connected better
• Still doesn’t model instability and overcooling
• Still doesn’t model effects of occupant behavior

Coil Performance, New Models
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• Occupant: 
• lower zone setpoint – increases GPM, may increase fan speed
• supplement airflow – fans appear under desks
• complain

• Operator: 
• lower leaving air setpoint – decreases coil performance
• pumps in manual, raise setpoint/speed – increases GPM, pressure
• disable SA reset – lowers leaving air temp and increases reheat
• reduce ventilation – lowers coil entering air temp, degrades coil perf

• All reduce system performance 
• Low delta T and poorer coil performance
• Increase overcooling/reheat
• “Out of flow-- out of chiller-- need another chiller…” 
• “Maybe I just need the system balancer back out here”
• “We must need tertiary pumps”

Responses to Discomfort and Their Effects
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• Conservatism and unknowns
• Low pressure drop waterside
• Low pressure drop airside
• Fit in the box!
• Fit it in the budget!
• And we don’t have money for reverse return piping
• Or pressure independent control valves
• But OK spend money for balancing valves and balancers!

The Engineers’ Dilemma
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Source
Chilled Water ∆T

(ºF)
Condenser Water ∆T

(ºF)
ASHRAE 90.1-2016 requirement ≥15 NA

ASHRAE GreenGuide 12 – 20 12 - 18

Kelly and Chan 18 14

Taylor >12 15

Industry Recommendations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the chilled water side the ASHRAE GreenGuide recommends 12-20 degrees, Kelly and Chan were consulting engineers at Vanderweil’s in Boston, studied this and decided on an 18 degree chilled water DeltaT.In the third of his five ASHRAE Journal articles on chilled water systems, Steve Taylor one of the top chilled water plant design engineers in the world says “never use 10 or 12 degree DeltaTs.For the condenser side The ASHRAE GreenGuide recommends 12 to 18 degrees F, Kelly and Chan 14, and Taylor 15 degrees. Clearly the industry is recommending that systems be designed with significantly higher DeltaTs and lower flow rates than in the past. 
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• Coil selection for 15°F ∆T or higher (57°F min return)
• Chilled water reset based on critical valve position 
-or-
• Pump pressure reset based on critical valve position

Chilled Water Optimizations –
ASHRAE 90.1
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APD versus WPD versus Size

coil size

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The heat transfer in the coil is driven by the flow rates and differences in temperatures of the air and water, as well as the design of the coil.  Choosing various options for the coil size, fins , rows, etc. can often have counteracting effects on the system.  [SLIDE] For this next example, I’d like to introduce what I call the coil performance triangle. The three sides of this triangle are air pressure drop, water pressure drop, and the physical size of the coil.These three factors are key to designing a balanced system that provides the required amount of capacity, with the least impact on overall system energy use.In most applications, the design engineer can optimize only two of the three sides of this triangle.[SLIDE] That is, if the project requires a traditionally-sized air handler and a low air pressure drop, then it will come at the expense of a higher water pressure drop.  Or if I need to minimize both the impact of air and water pressure drops, I likely need to use a larger coil.To further explain this tradeoff, let’s rerun an example for a size 14 air handler. We’ll keep the same coil size, but see what happens when we try to minimize either air or water pressure drop.
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• Coil face area
• Number of rows of tubes
• Tube diameter
• Number of fins
• Fin surface design
• Coil circuiting
• Turbulators

Configuration Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The construction of the coil impacts the rate of heat transfer, as well as the resistance to air and water flow.With the wide range of airflows, water flows, and temperatures, there’s a huge number of possible applications for a water coil.[SLIDE] So the coils used in HVAC systems have a wide array of construction and configuration options that alter the coil’s ability to transfer heat. The primary characteristics are:the face area of the coil,the number of rows and diameter of the tubes,the number of fins and the design of the fin surfaces,the length of each circuit and the number of tubes fed,and whether or not the tubes contain turbulators.
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• Tube material
• Tube wall thickness
• Fin material
• Fin thickness
• Casing material
• Header type and material
• Coil coatings

Construction Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition, some of the options for construction of the coil include:[SLIDE]the materials used to make the tubes, and the thickness of the tube walls,materials used to make the fins, and their thickness,casing material and its thicknessthe types of headers used and their material of construction,and coil surface coatings.
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Coil circuiting

single-row
serpentine

dual-row
serpentine

partial-row
serpentine

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at some different ways to circuit a water coil.[SLIDE] This first diagram is an example of single-row serpentine circuiting also known as full circuiting.  Every tube in the coil row is fed with water in this case.  This is the most common coil circuiting design used and accommodates a wide range of applications.   [SLIDE] [CLICK] This next diagram shows dual-row or double serpentine circuiting. For these coils, two rows of coil tubes are fed simultaneously with water.   This allows for the same water flow rate to enter the coil supply header, but will effectively reduce the water velocity in the tubes by 50%.This is a great method to reduce the water pressure drop while maintaining the coil capacity and becomes a more common selection, especially with longer cooling coils[SLIDE] [CLICK] And these last two are examples of partial-row serpentine circuiting also known as fractional circuiting. Here, you can see that only some of the tubes in the coil row are fed which allows for increased water velocity.  We typically see this design used more for heating coils.Changing this circuiting can drastically change water velocity, and heat transfer characteristics of the coil.Tailoring the coil geometry to achieve a desired water velocity can help minimize the negative impacts of either too high or too low of a velocity.
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Water velocity too low:
• Tube fouling
• Air trapped in the coil
• Poor water distribution 
• Risk of freezing

Water Velocity-Related Concerns

Water velocity too high:
•Tube erosion
•High water pressure drop
•Noise

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SLIDE] Consequences of too low of water velocity include:[CLICK] Tube fouling from sediment, scaling, or microbial growth.[CLICK] Air trapped inside the tubes, which causes a loss of capacity, noise, or vibration.[CLICK] Poor distribution of water in the coil, resulting in non-uniform coil face temperatures.[CLICK] And a higher risk for water freezing inside the tubes.On the other hand, too high of water velocity can cause the following:[SLIDE] [CLICK] Erosion of the inside surfaces of the tubes, especially at the u-bends.[CLICK] Excessive water pressure drop, and[CLICK] Noise There are also diminishing returns on coil capacity with higher velocities, so the expense of moving the water faster cannot be justified through increased capacity.Design guidelines for water velocity should take into account all these risks, as well as specifics of the actual project.
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AHRI Standard 410
Forced-Circulation Air-Cooling 
and Air-Heating Coils

Guidelines for Water Velocity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One source of guidance on water velocity is AHRI, the trade association that represents global manufacturers of air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration equipment.[SLIDE] Most coil manufacturers rate and certify their coil performance selection programs using AHRI Standard 410. This standard establishes a single set of testing and rating requirements for determining capacity, as well as air and water pressure drops for cooling and heating coils.This provides design engineers with an apples-to-apples comparison of coil performance, from manufacturer to manufacturer.
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Laminar Flow ≠ Severe Capacity Drop-off
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But doesn’t the performance of the coil still drop off severely in laminar flow? The chart seems to depict a fairly large reduction in the heat transfer coefficient.While there is a reduction in performance as the flow turbulence moves from transitional to laminar, it by no means is as severe as the chart seems to suggest.[SLIDE] This chart plots coil capacity on the Y axis, versus water flow rate on the X axis.The blue line is the performance model from the 2001 version of AHRI 410. [CLICK] This shows a slight dip in capacity that is less linear than the rest of the coil performance, but it is really not an issue.[CLICK] For comparison, this red line shows the obsolete AHRI model prior to 2001. Again, this demonstrates how the old model over-estimated  capacity, which caused the unwarranted fear of laminar flow.Laminar flow does not cause a severe drop-off in capacity. And the AHRI prediction methods allow coils to be rated accurately well into the transitional and laminar flow region.
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water ∆T

supply-water
temperature

Supply-Water Temp and ∆T

Qtotal = 329 MBh

8500 cfm

80°F DBT
67°F WBT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These first two examples help demonstrate how air pressure drop, water pressure drop, and coil size are interrelated for a given capacity.Now let’s shift gears a little and look into some of the other aspects of coil design. Beyond the size of the coil, when selecting water coils it’s important to remember that temperatures and flow rates are variables. They should be selected to design an efficient and flexible chilled-water distribution system.[SLIDE] For years, lots of chilled-water systems have often been designed for 44-degree supply, and a 10-degree temperature rise, or delta T.But, designing the system for a larger delta T allows a lower water flow rate to deliver the same cooling capacity, which impacts the cost and energy use of the chilled-water system.For this next example, we’ll keep the same airflow, air conditions, and capacity, and evaluate the effect of changing the entering water temperature and delta T.
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coil face area, ft2 17 17
coil rows 6 6
coil fins, fins/ft 95 127

supply water temperature, °F 44 44
return water temperature, °F 54 57
water ∆T, °F 10 13

water flow rate, gpm 65.6 50.4
water velocity, ft/sec 3.6 2.8

water pressure drop, ft H2O 8.2 5.1
air pressure drop, in H2O 0.68 0.77

cost of the coil base base + 7%

329 MBh

8500 cfm

80°F DBT
67°F WBT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll stay with the traditional 500 feet per minute size 17 unit for this example. This left-hand column is from the first example. It shows the coil selected for 44-degree entering water, with a 10-degree delta T.[CLICK] This next column shows the same-size coil selected for 44 degrees and a 13 degree delta T. Note that in order to deliver the same capacity, [CLICK] the coil requires more fins; that is, more surface area. This increases both the air pressure drop and cost of the coil.But the big impact is a [CLICK] much lower water flow rate and a lower water pressure drop.This allows the pipes, pumps, and valves to be smaller. And results in less pumping energy.
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coil face area, ft2 17 17 17
coil rows 6 6 6
coil fins, fins/ft 95 127 99

supply water temperature, °F 44 44 42
return water temperature, °F 54 57 55
water ∆T, °F 10 13 13

water flow rate, gpm 65.6 50.4 50.4
water velocity, ft/sec 3.6 2.8 2.8

water pressure drop, ft H2O 8.2 5.1 5.1
air pressure drop, in H2O 0.68 0.77 0.68

cost of the coil base base + 7% base + 1%

329 MBh

8500 cfm

80°F DBT
67°F WBT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s take it a step further and ask, what’s so special about 44-degree supply water?[CLICK] This next selection shows the same-size coil, but using 42-degree supply water and a 13-degree delta T.With the colder water, this coil is able to provide the same capacity, [CLICK] with basically no change in air pressure drop or cost.And it still benefits from the lower flow rate and pressure drop.
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coil face area, ft2 17 17 17 17
coil rows 6 6 6 4
coil fins, fins/ft 95 127 99 141

supply water temperature, °F 44 44 42 40
return water temperature, °F 54 57 55 56
water ∆T, °F 10 13 13 16

water flow rate, gpm 65.6 50.4 50.4 41.0
water velocity, ft/sec 3.6 2.8 2.8 2.3

water pressure drop, ft H2O 8.2 5.1 5.1 5.8
air pressure drop, in H2O 0.68 0.77 0.68 0.56

cost of the coil base base + 7% base + 1% base – 16%

329 MBh

8500 cfm

80°F DBT
67°F WBT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And this last selection takes it even one step further,  with 40-degree water and a 16-degree delta T. [CLICK] In this case, the coil provides the needed capacity with only four rows, [CLICK] which significantly reduces air pressure drop and cost.[CLICK] And the larger delta T means an even further reduction in the water flow rate.So designing the chilled-water system for a larger delta T can allow the pipes, pumps, and valves to be smaller, reducing system installed cost. In addition, a lower flow rate and pressure drop result in less pumping energy.
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Low-Flow Chiller Plants
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course, if the chiller is producing colder water, it will use more power. But in many applications, the overall energy used by the chiller plus pumps will be less.[SLIDE] That’s why many in the industry, including ASHRAE’s Green Guide, recommend designing chilled-water systems for lower flow rates, or larger delta T’s.We’ve listed several resources on low-flow designs in the bibliography in your handouts.And this low-flow design concept can also be used on the airside, particularly with cold-air VAV systems. We’ve discussed this concept of colder air on several previous ENLs, which we’ve listed in the bibliography also.
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• Symptom of poor heat transfer at the coil and impacts:
• Energy

• Excessive pump energy
• Excessive fan energy
• Excessive chiller energy

• Comfort
• Degrades dehumidification and temperature control 

• Capacity
• Running out of chilled water distribution capacity

Low Delta-T (High Flow) Syndrome
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• Tough to model = tough business case
• Chillers get blamed
• Fouling gets blamed
• Filters get blamed
• System balancer gets blamed
• Engineer gets blamed
• Customers and occupants unhappy

Why is Low Delta T Bad?
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Wasted Energy Transporting Tons

• 𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = (∆𝑇𝑇 ×𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺)
24

Solving for gpm…

• 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = (𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 ×24)
∆𝑇𝑇

Pumping power…
• Frictional Head ; Flow 2

• 𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 = (𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 × ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 (𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓))
3960

• Water HP ; Flow 3; Delta T 3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SLIDE] We should all know the formula for tons by now.  [CLICK] If we rearrange and solve it for GPM we see that because delta T is in the denominator, if the delta T goes down the GPM must go up to provide the same tons to the system.  Said another way, at a given tonnage the system GPM is inversely proportional to the Delta T.[CLICK] We know from system effects analysis that the FRICTIONAL component of the piping pressure drop, or head, varies by approximately the square of the flow.[CLICK]Examining the water flow work equation, if the GPM goes up proportional to flow and the system head goes up by the square of flow, the required water horsepower goes up by approximately the cube of the flow or the cube of the Delta T drop.  So a decreased Delta T first and foremost results in a dramatic increase in the pump work and power.Don’t confuse these system effects with the pump and fan affinity laws.  This is a description of required system pump work.  It’s the same no matter what type of pump modulation is employed. �Of course there can be a secondary impacts to low Delta T.  In systems with constant flow chiller pumping, low Delta T can require additional chillers to be brought on, earlier than what is optimal to meet the increased system flow requirement.  This may result in less efficient chiller plant operation.So severe low Delta T is clearly bad, but is it inevitable?  We would say NO, lets see why.
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• AHRI Certified Coil
• Air Flow (VAV) 

unloading
• Entering air conditions 

matter 
f(OA%, OA temp)

Yes BUT, Coil Delta T is lower at Part Load
Is it physics or is it something else?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SLIDE] Here we see a chart of the unloading performance of an AHRI certified coil in a VAV system.  [CLICK]This coil was selected with a 16 degree delta T.  This aligns with the ASHRAE 90.1-2016 chilled water coil Delta T requirement of 15 degrees or higher.  This chart represents typical coil performance.  [CLICK]Notice that as the load decreases from its 100 percent selection point its chilled water Delta T initially rises.  Then it drops slightly through the transitional flow region and then rises dramatically at low loads because of the water retention time in the coil. This is not a special coil, this is the performance predicted by every heat transfer calculation method. As shown a moment ago, laminar flow really doesn’t have the severe heat transfer effects that we saw when using previous coil performance prediction methods.  Laminar flow has a lot less impact on variable flow cooling and heating coil Delta T performance then you think. [CLICK]As an aside, what would be the coil variable flow delta T performance if the coil had internal heat transfer enhancement or what is sometimes called turbulation?[SLIDE] [CLICK]The delta T actually rises dramatically, and the flow drops proportionally though out the load range.  This technology is often rejected because of it’s higher full load water side pressure drop.  But with this type of heat transfer performance, the pump energy penalty quickly goes away at part load.  This can provide more efficient annualized operation.  Lets set this a side for now but we highly recommend the consideration of internally enhanced tubes in variable flow chilled water systems.If this is how coil heat transfer works then why is there system Low Delta T?  There are a number of things that can impact coil and system Delta T performance. I’m going to give you what I believe are the top five reasons for system low Delta T.
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Reason 1: 3-Way control valves
undesirable mixing in variable flow systems

CHWS
42°F

Bypass
42°F

CHWR
50.5°F

Coil LVG
59°F

50% Coil Load

CHWR = [(42° x 50) + (59° x 50)] / 100 = 50.5°

• Eliminate them!

Coil Delta T = 17°F

System Delta T = 8.5°F

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SLIDE] One common cause of low Delta T is 3-way valves.  Lets see how a 3-way valve destroys system Delta T.[CLICK]For this example we’ll take a simplified look at a coil with 50% airside loading.  [CLICK]With nice cold 42 degree chilled water the coil returns a [CLICK]59 degree leaving water for a 17 degree coil Delta T.  [CLICK]But 50% of the 42 degree supply water is bypassed around the coil by the 3-way valve and mixes with the coil leaving water.[CLICK]The result is a wastefully cool 50.5 degree system return water temperature. An 8.5 degree system delta T. Exactly half of what the coil is producing.  [CLICK]It doesn’t matter if the flow goes through the coil or around, the pump still has to do the work to get the water through the system.  Bottom line here – eliminate all or as many as possible 3-way valves in variable flow systems.
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1. 3-way control valves
2. Control setpoint depression

Reason 2: Supply air setpoint depression
overdriving coil capacity

• Avoid, limit and restore

55° LAT = 16° DT = 1.5 gpm/ton
52° LAT = 11° DT = 2.2 gpm/ton
50° LAT = 8.5°DT = 2.8 gpm/ton

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next up supply air Set Point Depression.  This applies to coils with either leaving air temperature control or direct space temperature control, for this example we’ll look at VAV leaving air temperature control.  [SLIDE] [CLICK]Here is a chart that shows a coil selected for a 55 degree supply temperature at 100 percent coil loading.  It returns a little over 16 degrees of Delta T at its design conditions.  But what happens if the operator turns the leaving air setpoint down to 52 degrees in response to an occupant complaint?[CLICK] It requires much more flow for the coil to make that condition and the Delta T drops to just over 11 degrees.  Heck its going to be hot tomorrow, so I think I’ll turn the supply air setpoint down to 50 degrees to make sure I don’t have any complaints then.[CLICK] Tomorrow’s result? A full load Delta T of 8.5 degrees, requiring almost double the design flow, if the pumps can produce it, and close to eight times the system pumping energy.Based on experience and case studies, this is the number one ongoing cause of excessive Low Delta T.  Coil control setpoint discipline is critical in the maintenance of system Delta T.  [SLIDE][CLICK]Many systems are adding features that limit the ability of occupants and operators to override setpoints, notify operators of depressed setpoints and in some cases scan the setpoints periodically and return them to their intended values.
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Effect of responses to discomfort

How does this happen? 
Operator lowers leaving air setpoint
Operator disables supply air reset

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The effect of leaving air temperature can be seen on this chart. Notice the reasons for why the setpoint might be lowered in the upper right corner. The effect is dramatic. By lower the setpoint from 57 to 52, the system performs 32% more cooling in tons. In a space with humidity control issues, this could be the intended effect. The coil response is to 
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1. 3-way control valves
2. LAT setpoint depression
3. Warmer chilled water

Reason 3: Warmer chilled water supply
reduced heat transfer driving force “LMTD”

• Chilled water reset
only at part load

42° CHWS = 16° DT = 1.5 gpm/ton  
47° CHWS = 7.5° DT = 3.2 gpm/ton
50° CHWS =   5°DT = 4.8 gpm/ton

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SLIDE] Another thing that causes a coil to produce troublesome low Delta T is higher than design supply water temperature.  We see that a rise of 5 degrees in the supply chilled water temperature to the coil, from [CLICK]42 degrees to [CLICK]47 degrees causes the coil’s Delta T to fall from 14 to about 7.5 degrees.[CLICK]An increase in supply water temperature to 50 degrees drops the delta T to almost 5 degrees.The cause for the reduced delta T is the reduction of the heat exchanger LMTD.  I think of LMTD as the driving force for heat transfer.  This does not mean chilled water reset should never be used in a variable flow chilled water system. When a system is operating at low pumping energy, employing some chilled water reset to save chiller energy, at the cost of a bit of additional pumping energy, may be the correct energy move.  As in all optimization it’s a balance. [SLIDE] [CLICK]But clearly, aggressive chilled water reset at higher loads can definitely result in undesirable low Delta T.   Chilled water reset should only be used at part load after pumping power has already been reduced.   Three down, two to go.
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• Warm supply water temperature causes Low ∆T, High Flow
• Entering air temp is reduced at part load

Excessive CHW reset

39.368.913.34.4315

Flow
(gpm)

Delta T
(°C)

Coil
Leaving 

Water (°C)

Coil
Entering 

Water
(°C)

Total 
Capacity

(MBh)

62.535.612.26.7315

8000 cfm Cooling Coil

CHW reset OK in high DT designs 
and at chiller min flow in VPF system

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before you answer any questions you need to understand what is important to your customers. The issues they care about are listed here.  In answering any questions you should frame the answers in how they address these issues. Here are five requirements that every customer has.Reliable Chilled Water Flow:  Comfort is King  - If the chiller plant does not supply the quality and quantity of chiller water requires nothing else matters.Operating Cost:  Once a system is addressed in a manner to provide reliable chiller water supply we can start to consider what system control logic can be applied to a specific system’s operation.Operator Safety:  Mechanical Equipment Room safety is something we understand better them anyone in the industry.Environmental Awareness:  Most owners have professionals in their firms that are looking for for ways to be more environmentally aware.  They have great discretion and influence over their company’s purchases.Reduced Maintenance Cost:  The pay back of good chiller plant maintenance is greater than any other benefit we could provide with a Chiller Plant Management system.How do we know we’ve met those five requirements ?
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1. 3-way control valves
2. LAT setpoint depression
3. Warmer chilled water
4. Deficient control valves

Reason 4: Deficient control valves
poor flow control at full and part loads

Control Valve Issues
1. Improperly Selected / 

Oversized
2. Worn-out
3. Unstable control
4. $29.95  (cheap)
5. 3-way valves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SLIDE] Improper control valves is a big category.   There are many things that can result in problematic control valves. Sometimes it’s really obvious when a valve is a problem. [CLICK]But aside from leaking outside the system (that is, not just through the valve), there are several other control valve deficiencies.  The bottom line here is anything that causes a valve to lose accurate and stable flow control under any operating condition will result in lower than desired waterside Delta T. To avoid valve generated problems it’s imperative for the engineer to specify high quality valves selected for the operating conditions of each specific air handler.  This was driven home to me recently during work in a high rise building in Atlanta.  
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1. 3-way control valves
2. LAT setpoint depression
3. Warmer chilled water
4. Deficient control valves

Reason 4: Deficient control valves
poor flow control

8th floor 
control point

20 ft pd

2nd floor 
pressure
90 ft pd

• Specify quality valves 
specific to use

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SLIDE] Each floor had identical air handlers and chilled water control valves.   The chiller plant and system pumps were in the basement.  Since the air handlers on the lower floors are closer to the central plant they are subject to a much higher system pumping pressure than the upper floors.  [CLICK]In fact when I arrived, the control valve on the second floor air handler was 100% open, because the supply air setpoint had been set extremely low.  In checking we found that it was flowing just a little over three times the coil design flow – at a part load condition.  [CLICK] Now the valves were likely oversized even for the top floor air handler, but they were definitely too large for locations in the system closer to the pumps.  Properly selecting control valves for their design flow AND their location in the system is important for good control and delta T.
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1. 3-way control valves
2. LAT setpoint depression
3. Warmer chilled water
4. Deficient control valves

Reason 4: Deficient control valves
poor flow control

Pressure independent valves? (PICV)
• Not always required
• Reverse return piping can help
• Can be beneficial
1. Mechanical
2. Electronic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which brings us to the question of Pressure Independent control valves.[CLICK]There are two technologies of PI valves, mechanical and electronic.  Both can work equally well and each has its own set of advantages.  The question is:  “Are pressure independent control valves NEEDED to assure good system Delta T?”  This is a question of much debate among engineers.  [CLICK]My answer? NO they are not REQUIRED to get good control. BUT they sure do make it a lot easier and sustainable. If you’re not sure you can get high quality, properly selected, location specific valves installed on a job; then by all means, specify quality PI valves.  It will be well worth the customer’s investment.
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Pressure Independent Control Valves

mechanical PI valve electronic PI valve

modulating 
control valve

pressure 
regulating 
valve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SLIDE] So how do pressure independent control valves work? First, recognize that there are two types of pressure independent control valves: mechanical and electronic.The mechanical variety basically combines two valve types into one:First, [CLICK] a pressure regulating section. As system pressures change, the pressure regulating section automatically adjusts to keep the pressure constant across the control section of the valve.Next, [CLICK] the control section of the valve is modulated by the control system to adjust the flow through the valve as space conditions change.[CLICK] On the other hand, an electronic pressure independent valve doesn’t actually maintain a constant differential pressure across the control valve surface. Instead, it achieves independent control similar to a pressure independent VAV valve: it includes a flow meter in series with a standard control valve. It then calculates the instantaneous flow and pressure across the valve and continuously recalibrates the control coefficients to provide stable and accurate control.
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Advantages:
• More compact
• Will accept any rotary actuator
• Easier to select
• No additional power, programming, 

or sensor installation
• Now available with data sharing

Mechanical PI Valves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a number of advantages associated with mechanical pressure independent valves:[CLICK] They are more compact in size when compared to a conventional control valve plus flow limiting valve package, or to their electronic counterparts.[CLICK] Depending on the manufacturer, they can be paired with any rotary actuator.[CLICK] They are easy and straightforward to select.[CLICK] And there are no additional controls or programming required.
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Advantages:
• Potential for lower hardware costs
• Provides load measurement
• Programmable for various operation methods:

• Flow limiting
• ΔT limiting
• Energy limiting

• BACnet™ Communication to BAS system for data sharing.  
(requires licensing and commissioning another BACnet device)

Electronic PI Valves

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Likewise, the electronic variety has a number of advantages:[CLICK] They have the potential for lower hardware costs,[CLICK] they can provide actual load measurement,[CLICK] and they are programmable for alternative operation methods. For example, the valve could be set up to limit delta T not flow.Also, [CLICK] they can be setup for BACnet™ communication to enable data sharing.These advantages have to be weighed with the additional complexity. For example, special software will be needed to setup and maintain the valves for the life of the product. Also, operators will need to be trained in this software and it will need to be kept up to date.
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• Advantages:
• More stable and accurate

• Increased delta T
• Easier to select
• Easier to install
• May be cost neutral

PI Valves— Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s summarize this discussion.[CLICK] We’ve demonstrated how pressure independent valves are more stable and more accurate which should improve system delta T.[CLICK] We’ve also seen how pressure independent valves can make valve selection much easier. A lot of conventional valves are poorly selected and it’s highly unlikely a poorly selected valve will provide good control.[CLICK] We’ve also seen how pressure independent valves are easier to install as they eliminate the need for balancing valves.[CLICK] And considering the price premium has been steadily dropping, pressure independent valves might be cost neutral if all costs are considered.So are pressure independent valves worth it? If you’re not sure you can get high quality, properly selected, location-specific valves installed on a job; then by all means, specify quality pressure independent valves.  It should be well worth the customer’s investment. 
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1. 3-way control valves
2. LAT setpoint depression
3. Warmer chilled water
4. Deficient control valves
5. Tertiary pumping / 

bridge tender circuits

Reason 5: Tertiary pumping
undesirable mixing is hard to prevent

CHWS

CHWR

“Bypass” Valve

DP

• Don’t mix to the return -
simply pressure boost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, tertiary pumping, also known as bridge tender or simply bridge pumping circuits.  These circuits are applied out the age old engineering principle; if you’re not sure if it will work, add more pumps and valves.[SLIDE]Bridge tender circuits are a throw back to the days of constant flow, 3-way valve air handlers, and constant speed pumps.  They are installed with the stated mission of providing additional pumping pressure to buildings or coils that may be under served by the central plant pumps.  Sometimes they are installed under the guise of increasing system Delta T.  Unfortunately they often result in exactly the opposite and dramatically decrease delta T. [CLICK] The problem lies in the presence of the bypass valve in the circuit.  This diagram shows just one configuration of a bridge tender circuit. Depending on the designer, the bypass control valve maybe configured several different ways.  The problem is that no matter how it’s configured if its control goes wrong it will allow unused chilled water to bypass directly into the system return water.  System Delta T drops, system flow increases and pumping power increases.If you have a system that may need additional pumping pressure, rather than a bridge circuit, we would suggest application of a straight forward pressure boosting pump configuration with VFDs for speed and pressure control.  Then to protect against low Delta T, consider applying pressure independent control valves down stream of the booster pumps.  That is for the time in the life of the building when the operator decides they need more booster system pressure, which can destroy the control capabilities of standard valves.
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Why is Low Delta T Bad for the chiller plant?

Normal Operation  (16° ∆T)

800 gpm / 42 F

1000 gpm / 42 F

1000 gpm / 54.8 F

0 %
80 %

58 F

80% Load Coil Load
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Why is Low Delta T Bad for the chiller plant?

Harmless? LDT   (12.8° ∆T)

1000 gpm / 42 F

1000 gpm / 42 F

1000 gpm / 54.8 F

0 %
80 %

Pump
Energy

+25% to +80%
54.8 F

80% Load Coil Load
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Why is Low Delta T Bad for the chiller plant?

Moderately Low Delta-T   (10° ∆T)

1100 gpm / 43 F

1000 gpm / 42 F

1000 gpm / 53 F

0 %
64 %

Pump
Energy

Plant
CHWR

Chiller
Loading

80% Load Coil Load

53 F
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Why is Low Delta T Bad for the chiller plant?

Severe Low Delta-T   (6.4° ∆T)

1100 gpm / 42 F

2000 gpm / 42 F

2000 gpm / 48.4 F

40 %
40 %

Pump
Energy

Chiller
Energy

80% Load Coil Load

52 F
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Energy
• Excessive pump energy
• Increased chiller plant energy

• More pumping energy
• Chillers running at inefficient load points.

Capacity
• Running out of distribution capacity
• Chiller won’t load

Leads to overrides/manual operation 

Why is Low Delta-T Bad?
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• Demonstrated some AHU 
control problems

• Two floors:
• 3rd floor AHU kept existing 

conventional valves 
• 4th floor AHU retrofitted with 

PI valves

Case Study

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at a case study.[SLIDE] A high rise building in Atlanta was identified as a good candidate because it had some existing control problems. Once those problems were identified and resolved, [CLICK] one floor was retrofitted with a pressure independent control valve and was compared to [CLICK] a floor that kept the existing conventional control valve.
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Case Study

Temp/pressure/valve test w 4th floor 26300-30000

3rd floor (conventional)
4th floor (PI valve)

3rd floor CHW Delta T
4th floor CHW Delta T 

145

140

135

130

125

120

80.0

60.0

40.0

20.0

0.0

-20.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
[SLIDE] [CLICK]Here are the results.First notice how both valves are able to control to a high chilled water delta T. In other words: a pressure independent valve isn’t REQUIRED to achieve higher delta Ts. But notice how the conventional control valve is less stable than the pressure independent valve. In particular, notice the considerable variation in valve position for the conventional valve.As we’ve discussed, stability will improve delta T. Also, less action on the actuator should improve actuator reliability.
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Flow Control 
• Three-way valves
• Cheap control valves
• Uncontrolled loads
• Excessive pump pressure
• Building “bridge circuits”
Load
• Undersized coils
• Improper AHU setpoints

Some Causes of Low Delta T

Maintenance
• Dirty filters or coils
• Coils piped backwards
Control
• Low AHU set points
• Unstable valve control
• Control calibration
• Improper CHW reset
• Diluted CHW supply 

temp
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What is the number one thing 
you can do

to improve the performance of a
chiller plant?

Low Delta-T Syndrome

FIX THE AIR SIDE !
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•Lower the chiller’s setpoint
•Open the chiller balancing valves to allow more 
“constant” flow to the chillers

•Convert to Variable Primary / Variable Secondary
•Convert to Variable Primary Flow

Low Delta-T Syndrome 
Some Band-Aids...

But the best thing to do is:
FIX THE AIR SIDE !
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• AHU maintenance
• AHU setpoint vigilance
• Pumping pressure vigilance
• Coil selection requirement compliance
• Coil control valve specification compliance

• “Pressure independent” valves help
• AHU control commissioning

Avoiding Low Delta-T is a Discipline
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• All systems require attention to maintain peak performance
• All systems have deficiencies in their energy models
• Most energy can be saved in operation
• Better design choices make it easier to do so
• Get more data and turn it into intelligence

All Systems Have Issues
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